
Everyone Connected -
Network Partner Guide
Everyone Connected is a programme by Good Things Foundation. The aim is to
safely deliver devices, data and skills training to people who are digitally
excluded. Good Things Foundation can only do this by working in partnership
with sta� from the UK wide Online Centres Network.

This guide is intended to inform network partners who are connected to an
Everyone Connected devices project. The information can be shared with
colleagues who have not benefited from direct communication with Good Things
Foundation sta�.  The aim of the guide is to give details of each stage of the
process. It serves as both an introduction to the project and as a reference point
throughout the process.

You should familiarise yourself with the contents of this guide before attending
the live onboarding session with Good Things Foundation Sta�. If you have any
questions, please note them as you will have a chance to ask them at this
session.
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Introduction to Good Things Foundation and The Online Centres
Network

Good Things Foundation is a social change charity established in 2010.

We aim to help people improve their lives through digital inclusion and by gaining
or improving digital skills.

Our impact:

To learn more about the work Good Things Foundation do, you can visit the
website via this link: https://www.goodthingsfoundation.org/what-we-do/

To achieve our goals, we work with centres across the UK which we refer to as
The Online Centre Network. We provide them with resources, support and
access to funding so that they can help people in their local communities to
benefit from digital access and skills. Over 1,000 centres in the network are
currently active and we are recruiting new centres to join the movement.

To learn more about the Online Centres Network, you can visit the website via
this link: https://www.goodthingsfoundation.org/our-network/

Good Things Foundation authors a flagship learning platform called Learn My
Way. This platform is free for both learners and online centres to use. It contains
digital courses and printable blended learning resources for teaching and
learning digital skills at entry level (and some level 1). There are session plans to
support tutors and volunteers as well as a learner management system for those
with a tutor account. Content is mapped to the Essential Digital Skills National
Standards. The platform is designed for diverse audiences meaning that it is
written in plain English at a reading age of approximately 11 years old. There is
also a screen reader.
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Introduction to Everyone Connected

Everyone Connected is a project aiming to improve people's quality of life
through access to digital technology and skills training. This project was initially
an emergency response to the fact people who were digitally excluded were
disproportionately negatively a�ected by the covid-19 pandemic. The work
highlighted the importance of access to digital technology and the project is
now an integral part of the work done by Good Things Foundation.

Through Everyone Connected, we aim to support the 1.9 million o�ine
households in the UK by supplying devices, connectivity and skills training.
Among other things, this will enable people to:

● access accurate health information online,
● interact with medical support,
● use essential services,
● stay socially connected
● Improve skills for work and employment

Funding for the project is gained by influencing and working with corporate
partners, charities and other donating organisations. Often the funding partner
will have specific people they wish to positively impact on such as those living in
defined geographical areas, people with learning disabilities, families or those in
certain age brackets. This has led to some branches of the project having
specific names such as ‘Digital Lifeline’ or ‘Let's Get Digital’ but they all come
under the umbrella of Everyone Connected.

This Roles and Responsibilities document may be useful to help you understand
the parts played in the process by the various stakeholders.
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The Devices

We are working with many organisations to gain donations of devices.

Each beneficiary will receive:
- A tablet device
- A SIM card with data

The tablet device you will be receiving are Lenovo Tab M10.

There is a guide to the device produced by Lenovo.

This comes with a prepaid sim card with 20gb per month of data for 6 months.
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Identifying Recipients/ Eligibility Criteria

There are general eligibility criteria for beneficiaries in the Everyone Connected
program. These include:

● 18+ years old

AND

● digitally excluded – this means they can’t a�ord internet access and their
own appropriate device

● Would benefit from digital skills learning to support employability skills,
financial health and/ or physical health

Specific funders may require additional criteria. Examples include beneficiaries
living in defined geographical local areas, having learning di�culties or having
families. If you are part of a project with these additional requirements this will
be communicated to you.

We have created a definition for what we mean by the terms Vulnerable Adult /
Digital Exclusion.
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Project Processes Overview

Project Dates

Initial Stages Joining the Online Centre Network,
if you are not already part of it.
Accepting the Everyone Connected
contract.

Identifying
Recipients

Identify people who meet the
qualifying criteria to receive a device
and data.

By 13th
September

Registration Complete the recipient Baseline
Survey on CaptureIT for each
individual.

By 13th
September

Set Up and
Delivery

Devices and connectivity will be
delivered to you. Set up the device to
suit each individual, guided by the
baseline assessment. Deliver it safely.

By 13th
September

Supporting
People

Provide training to help the recipient
use their device. Support them to gain
skills they have identified that they
would benefit from gaining.

September -
beginning of
October

Impact and
Grants

Report impact for each recipient four
weeks after delivery on CaptureIT.
You will then receive any grant that
may be available for the project you
are partaking in.

By 8th
October
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Initial Stages

If your centre is new to the network, you will have created an account for your
centre on the Online Centres Network website when applying to Everyone
Connected. If your centre was already part of the network, you will have an existing
online centre network account. If for any reason an account is not created for your
centre, you should do this now.

You should log in to your account and accept your contract. To do this:

- Log into your OCN account

- Select “Your Centres”

- Select ‘Manage Your Funding”

- Check your bank details are correct by selecting ‘Your Payment
Details’. Update the bank details if necessary.

- Next select ‘Your Grants’. This is where you will be able to accept your
contract.

Note - The log in details for your OCN account and LMW accounts are the same.
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Identifying and Registering Recipients

You must now contact people who will be receiving devices. First check that they
meet the qualifying criteria. Next, confirm that they are willing to participate in the
project. You can then register the recipient by completing the Baseline Survey on
CaptureIT. This survey has three general elements:

- Demographic information
- Personal goals and current barriers
- An invitation to take part in research

To prepare to fill in the Baseline CaptureIT form, you may wish to preview the
questions and hold conversations with the recipient. The questions will be made
available to you at the start of the project as will those for the Impact Survey.

You will need verbal consent from people before sharing their information as
prompted on CaptureIT. An informed consent script is available for you to use.
This data will be checked by a named member of sta� at Good Things. If you do not
provide this data, an issue will be flagged up in our auditing / fraud control process.

To use the CaptureIT system, you will need to have registered your learner on
Learn My Way using your centre ID number. Note their Learn My Way learner ID
number for your records.  We recommend that you keep a list of participants and
track who you have registered on Learn My Way and submitted CaptureIT
information for (baseline and impact). This will help you keep track of the
process.

A video guide for how to complete the surveys on the CaptureIT system is
available on our youtube channel.  The video demonstrates each step of the
process in detail, using the example of a fictional learner. There is also a how to
use CaptureIT step by step guide.

How to find the CaptureIT forms

1) Log in to Learn My Way

2) Click on the ‘Learner Management’ tab

3) Click on ‘Create new learner’ to set up a learner account for the recipient

4) Click on the new learner record, and click on ‘Capture IT’ on the top right

5) Select the correct project from the Capture IT drop down menu

The deadlines for submitting baseline and Impact Surveys on CaptureIT for your
project will be shared with you at the start of the project. It is important that
you  meet these deadlines.
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Data Protection Guidance

You will collect personal information about the recipients, including a home
address for delivery.

It is essential that this information is accurate and treated as confidential.

Good Things Foundation will only share anonymised and aggregated findings
with the funder.

Make sure:

- Sta� understand your data protection policy

- You store personal details in a secure location, e.g. in a filing cabinet with
a lock and key, or in a password-protected file.

- Limited sta� members should have access to this data.

- No personal / sensitive data is retained on paper records beyond the
length of the project.

- Digital data is deleted after the delivery period of this project.
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Receiving Devices

You have already told us where to send the devices. We will let you know the latest
date that they will arrive with you. You will receive a text from the delivery
company (as long as we have the correct phone number). This gives you the
opportunity to change the delivery time if necessary.

Throughout the process it is important to stay safe. Use contactless acceptance of
packages with the delivery person. If the devices have been sent to a central
location, ensure you are observing social distancing whilst completing the set up

When you receive the devices and connectivity, please check that you have
received everything you need and that all are working correctly. Please report any
issues to us within 5 working days of delivery.

It is a good idea to write your contact details on the packaging of the device. Do
this in a bold pen. With their consent, you might add the details of anyone else you
think will be useful to the recipient.
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Setting up The Devices

Fully charge up the devices. If you are setting up a large number of devices you
may have to plan the logistics of this as charging can take some time.

Good Things Foundation have written a Set Up Guide to support you in getting
each device ready for its recipient. As well as some other general information, this
covers:

- Charging the devices
- Using the device for the first time
- Connecting the device to the internet
- Creating a Google Account
- Setting Screen Locks
- Adding apps, links and documents to the home screen

You must add the following links, documents and apps to the device:

- Learn My Way - Learn My Way digital skills courses and learning activities
- Information and Health - NHS.UK staying safe at home guidance
- Safety Guidance - Online Safety Guide / Staying Safe Online - Easy Read
- Video Call  - A video calling app. You can decide which video calling app is

appropriate for each recipient.
- Read Me File - The Read Me file is designed for the person you are

supporting. It has information that is relevant for them. The 'Read me' file
should be on the screen when the tablet opens up. If possible, leave it open
so it remains visible. Talk through it on your call with the person receiving
the device.

You may choose to add the following links, documents and apps to the device if
you think they are appropriate for your recipient:

- Learn My Way course bookmarks e.g. Basics Skills, Managing Money Online,
Social Media, Improving Health Online or Online Safety.

- Make It Click Resources curated by Good Things Foundation to support
learning of further digital skills (Level 1 skills).

- Library Online Resources Access library groups across the country
- Local Council services in your area
- A home delivery account for the recipients choice of supermarket
- Social Media groups that are hosted by reputable sources
- Youtube Videos of things that interest the learner
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Delivering Devices

Safe delivery is important to protect both you and the recipient. The procedure
described below has been designed to be used under covid restriction
circumstances, to keep everyone safe. We recommend this procedure is adhered
to in most circumstances. Always follow up to date public health advice which
may include local restrictions for your area.

We advise the following steps in device delivery:

- Contacting - After setting up the device, you should contact the recipient
(or if appropriate, their nominated contact). Inform them you will be
delivering it to their home and arrange a time. Note the deadline date for
delivery of devices will have been communicated to you.

- Cleaning - Follow Public Health England advice. First wash your hands.
Next clean the device, the charger and connectivity equipment with wipes.

- Repackage - Put all the kit back in its original packaging and wipe the
packaging clean.

- Double Bag - Wrap one bag around the device. Next place the wrapped
device in a second bag to store it until delivery. The recipient will be able to
remove the wrapped device from the outer bag to reduce risk of contact.

- Deliver - Deliver the device at the arranged time. Walk or drive the device to
their home and place it at the door. Knock and then stand back to a safe
distance (at least 2 metres).

- The recipient MUST sign to confirm they have received the device. If there
is consent, this can be done by photographic evidence to maintain
distancing. Keep this record safe as the evidence may be spot checked.

If a device is not delivered, is stolen, lost or misappropriated let us know
within two weeks (see T&C’s).

If your centre is open, recipients are happy to visit the centre, and all current
covid guidance is adhered to, collection of devices from you at your centre is
permitted. You should still follow all the suggested contacting, cleaning and
repackaging advice given above.

This document gives details of how to deliver to a person who is self isolating.
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Support Recipients to Use Devices

It is the role of the Online Centre sta� to support the recipient to use their device
safely. Each individual should be supported in helping them to use their device
and achieve their own individual goals.

We recommend the following support procedures:

- Call - Phone them when you get back home from delivery. Help them turn
on the device and make sure it’s connected to the internet. It is important to
talk them through the ‘Read Me’ text at this point.

- Video Calling - A priority is to set them up with a video calling account. Use
whatever platform you think is most suitable. If they can video call (e.g. on
WhatsApp or Zoom) then supporting them will be easier.

- Email - If they don’t already have one, support them to set up an email
address. You can then share docs and info that you think might be important
to them.

- Ongoing Support - Use LMW and their individual goals to help guide their
work. Check back in with them to find out what they have been up to and
ensure they know who to contact with requests for specific help. Please
keep a record of the ongoing support such as recording dates and times as
this will be helpful when completing the CaptureIT Impact Survey.

Note: You may want to use this Data Saving Tips sheet, to help the recipient make
the most of their data.
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Impact Reporting

We need to know the impact that the devices and skills training are having. This
helps us to report to funders and to secure future funding.

After supporting your learner for 4 weeks, we ask you to input this information
into a CaptureIT Impact Survey. A copy of the Impact Survey Questions will be
available to help you prepare for the conversation with the recipient.

The Impact Survey deadline date will be shared with you at the start of the
project. If the project you are working on has a grant available, you must
complete the Impact survey before we can award the grant.

You should keep a list of participants and track who you need to input and submit
data for. Do not keep this data any longer than necessary for the project.

We may also be in touch to request an interview or case study so that we can
gather stories about the people that have benefited from their device and support.

These documents may be useful in supporting you to fill in the Impact Survey for
each participant:

- Informed Consent Script
- Video Guide for How To Complete Surveys on the CaptureIT system
- how to use CaptureIT - A Step by Step Guide
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Frequently Asked Questions

● Can I get more devices?
Devices are allocated to centres at the start of the project. Therefore we can not
award more devices to a centre mid project. If you require more devices you can
apply to a subsequent round of funding under the Everyone Connected project.
Good Things Foundation is working hard to secure funding to ensure the
program remains active.

● What happens  if I do not allocate all my devices to a recipient?
You should inform Good Things Foundation using the email address
devices@goodthingsfoundation.org and arrange for the devices to be returned.

● What if the recipient stops using the device?
The recipient is under no obligation to continue to use the device, although
every e�ort should be made to support them to do so. They do not have to return
the device due to underuse. It is their device to be used as they see fit.

● What happens when the free data runs out?
We hope that recipients are able to use public wifi where possible to make their
data package last as long as possible. When allocated data does run out, Good
Things Foundation can not currently supply more. We advise that you help the
person look for a�ordable data deals if possible and avoid them signing up to
contracts that they would struggle to a�ord.
We understand that lack of data is a significant problem. Good Things
Foundation is working hard to launch the UK’s first Data Bank later in 2021. More
information about this can be seen at this link.
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